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Describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)

"Data4mine" is a mobile application that aims to change the perception in a positive way by increasing the level 
of knowledge about mining with appropriate data and user interfaces. We aim to bring positive mining 
perception to all age levels with forum and course options for university students, faculty information and 
dictionary feature for young people, and simplified knowledge games for children.

Describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.

Sort inforamtion by priority and to analyze the relationship between different information requests them are 
among the factors to be considered in the management of perception *. "Data4mine" improves the positive 
perception about mining by applying this management for different age groups

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age 
ranges do you think your concept will reach?

At the first stage of the project, it is planned that 3 thousand people worldwide will download the application. In 
the classification of the users, three main groups have been identified: children, teenagers and university 
students. 

In the second stage, we want to increase the number of users of the application to 10 thousand with 
advertisements.

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed 
or sponsored.

Building of the applicationBuilding of the application with Dart common language of Android and iOS 

( Unlimited licence ) 

Annual database feeAnnual database fee

Total projected cost

$15.000

$800

$15.800

In a few words, describe your intended audience.

The target audience of the project is 7-25 years old.

*  Saydam, Ali: “Algı Yönetimi ( Perception management) ”, Istanbul, Remzi Bookstore, 2017. 

Note : Images in the project are used from Unsplash, the internet’s source of freely-usable images. The music for the outro was taken from the 
Youtube free to use music library


